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Abstract

This project aims to explore new ways to spread traditional culture of Jie Qi and to teach a healthy lifestyle according the theory of Jie Qi. The project provides comprehensive design solutions through a website to remedy the problem of ineffective learning of complex knowledge from books and lack of communication. The website creates a virtual visual environment through interactive design that offer users a playful journey through an introduction of Jie Qi.

Jie Qi is a historic and significant invention. Based on observations of the sun’s movement integrated with natural phenomenon, starting about 3000 years ago, the ancient Chinese created a new time system called the lunar calendar that divides a year into 24 solar terms named Jie Qi to guide farmers in their agricultural plans (YU and Lao 2016). Each Jie Qi consists of 15 days and reflects obvious seasonal climate changes that provide a time frame to suggest diet rules, regimen tips, and other aspects of a lifestyle based on the natural law of time. However, because the philosophy of Jie Qi involves a broad spectrum and comprehensive knowledge such as the religious culture of Taoist and traditional medicine theory, fewer and fewer young people in the modern era have even a basic concept of Jie Qi.

As the rapid development of IT technology updates the way we obtain information, more people prefer to accumulate knowledge through visual media than through text-based sources. The purpose of this website is to introduce Jie Qi to a younger generation and to anyone who is interested in Jie Qi cultures, as well as to teach people how to follow a healthy lifestyle associated with each season using Jie Qi theories. By understanding the philosophy of Jie Qi, people could see how nature helps people keep their body in optimal balance (Chen 2011). The project involved interactive design integrated with illustrations to represent a direct visual impression of Jie Qi in six areas: climate, custom, diet, regimen, plant and travel, making the information more concise and enhancing user experience. The goal of this project is to present the culture and connotations of Jie Qi in life, and to promote people’s deeper love for nature since Jie Qi builds a bridge between humans and nature.

Keywords: Chinese, Interactive design, Web design, User experience design
Introduction

Problem Statement
Jie Qi, within the Representative List of the Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity, has been passed down for several generations as a way to regulate people’s daily lives. Through the core philosophy of Jie Qi, the wisdom of the ancients tells people how to adapt body status to the seasonal changes of the Earth, including what we should do to coordinate with nature-time (Zeng 2010). From a basic analysis of the heritage of Jie Qi and by appreciating its significant connotations, I tried to find the confluence of traditional knowledge and modern arts.

Biases toward and stereotypes about Jie Qi still remain in some peoples’ minds. From these perspectives, Jie Qi is an obsolete invention used for farming that is far from our daily lives. Furthermore, the cultures of Jie Qi are in danger of dying out today. Based on the research of the meanings and functions of Jie Qi, I found that Jie Qi involves many interesting areas. Jie Qi in modern society is not only useful for agriculture, but also affects the way we live. How to keep healthy is always a popular topic. By learning the principles of Jie Qi, people realize the significance of the lifestyle as it complies with the natural laws of time, and therefore they want to know more about how to live in harmony with the earth and the best way to maintain health (Zhu 2013).

Existing websites about Jie Qi mostly combine a long complicated theory with complex knowledge to introduce Jie Qi. Although the information is comprehensive and in-depth, some users are not willing to read whole websites full of lengthy texts. Even if some users finish reading the text, much of the professional knowledge could make it difficult for them to understand. Jie Qi’s philosophy ranges over an extensive field and some of the theory has little relation to modern life, therefore users might waste a lot of time reading information that is not relevant to them. For a better user experience of learning Jie Qi culture, I came up with the idea to design a website dedicated to Jie Qi, providing basic connotations and useful information. By incorporating interactive methods I intend to attract more people, especially those of the younger generations. After the initial research I planned for the website to be text-light, user-friendly, information-concise, graphic, and interactive.
Research

Review of Literature

Books

The Joy of UX
This book guides developers to optimize user experiences for web and mobile through analyzing plenty of concrete examples. The author explains UX design principles, development techniques, and whole UX design process using real stories, and presents skills regarding interactive design. Developers can incorporate much useful advice from the book into the applications.

Creating Web Animation
This is a strong foundation book for CSS and JavaScript web animation. The book teaches how to create excellent animations to solve problems through many code examples and a comprehensive illumination of HTML, CSS, and JavaScript. Detailed technical skills of CSS animations and transitions are included in the book for designers to open the gate of web animation.

Book of Time
On the basis of researching a large number of traditional cultures and history, the author discusses details of each Jie Qi. This book not only introduces the connection between Jie Qi and Chinese history, but also demonstrates how Jie Qi guides people’s daily lives and how Jie Qi plays an important role in the natural laws of time.

Diet and Regimen within 24 Solar Terms
This book explains that Jie Qi is closely related to the dietary laws and regimens of human. It includes many examples of healthy diet rules and regimens. It is a guidebook for telling people how to adjust their body condition to a healthy state through Jie Qi.
Websites

Travel Japan within 24 Solar Terms
http://www.iseokagenosato.jp/kotonohagusa/
This website is travel guidance related to different Jie Qi, and introduces various local cultures related to Jie Qi. The layout design of the website is elegant and simple without any extra design elements.
The web technique animates whole pages using Adobe Flash to make seamless transitions. The nature photography included on this website depicts Japanese tourist resources and local customs.

Applications

Japanese 24 Solar Terms
This application publishes Ukiyoe style illustrations regarding local plants or foods on the beginning date of each Jie Qi. Through traditional painting and concise text introduction, users can gain a direct impression of Jie Qi. The application represents Jie Qi culture in the form of aesthetic expression.

Target Audience
To attain the design goal and create an effective design solution, it is important to understand the potential users. For this project, the target audience has no age range limit. The website user could be anyone who is curious about Jie Qi or is interested in the regimen and they only need basic computer skills. In modern society, people are often too busy to take care of their health. Jie Qi, marked as a natural time system, takes the stressed users out of their real-life time system and prompts them to enjoy nature and life.
**Process**

**Design Ideation**

The thesis research explored interaction, user interface design, and graphic solutions to present a visualized journey of Jie Qi through a website. Based on the website full of complicated information and large illustrations, the website was planned to be published only on a digital platform of tablets, desktop, and computer because mobile devices with small screens are not suitable for this project. The final outcome is a responsive website for large-screen devices. From the initial design strategy, the contents of the website include four selected typical Jie Qi, which have the mostly representative seasonal patterns in each of the seasons. These four selected characteristic Jie Qi include Start of Spring, Summer Solstice, Clear and Bright, and Winter Solstice; meanwhile, each Jie Qi demonstrates its contents in six areas: climate, custom activity, diet rules, regimen, seasonal plants, and travel spots. Due to the timeline of the project, I plan to complete the content for the Jie Qi of Spring (Start of Spring) (Li Chun 2013), and fill in the rest of the contents of the other seasons for the final implementation in the future.

![Image of Design Process](image-url)

*Figure 1. Design Process*
The complex information architecture of the project generates plenty of pages. Page changing will often cause interruption through a second of white flash. Seamless transition can enhance the user experience by retaining the context, providing visual continuity, and maintaining user attention (Improving User Flow Through Page Transitions 2016). In order to avoid interruption and unstructured user flow, I designed all pages in a single page. All navigation pages are organized in one page with a horizontal scroll for season changing and a vertical scroll for Jie Qi segments transition. Another reason for the one-page design is about storytelling. “24 Jie Qi Journey” is designed to provide a multimedia journey for interactive storytelling, and also story is the best medium for delivering information (Lupton 2017). Vertical long scrolling on one page takes the audience on a journey with all six sections of Jie Qi, and at the same time horizontal scrolling navigates users to different seasons. Like a site map, users will clearly distinguish their position on the entire page.

The goal of the project is to accomplish the promotion of Jie Qi culture. By presenting the relationship between Jie Qi and human life, Jie Qi inspires people’s enthusiasm for life and promotes their love for nature, thus guiding people to a healthy way of life following Jie Qi.

The major content focuses on two directions:

1. **Jie Qi culture**
   
   Introduction of Jie Qi teaches the audience the basic knowledge of Jie Qi. Illustration integrated with interactive design conveys Jie Qi culture and related philosophy.

2. **Healthy lifestyle from Jie Qi**
   
   Jie Qi serves as a guide to regulate people’s diets and lifestyles. There are study tips for healthy diets and regimen methods throughout the website.
Content Structure

1. Information collection

Based on a solid understanding of the project’s goal and its target audience, gathering and organizing information are the foundation of the design. First, the scope of the project needs to be confirmed. Jie Qi culture is involved in a wide scope of complex traditional knowledge, such as the religious culture of Taoist and Chinese medicine. To avoid the amount of information becoming overwhelming, the content only selects useful information relating to people’s life.

In Chinese medicine theory, one of the five elements dominates each of the seasons. Each element associated with a season tends to have an intense energy that manifests in the human body in that season (Promoting Health During the Four Seasons 2010). To maintain a balance of body energy, people should be careful about exercising and dieting practices that would further enhance the energy of the dominant element and break the balance. For example, Spring is dominated by the wood element, which refers to the organ the liver. People should minimize the intake of sour foods, as they promote the energy of the wood element (liver), and meanwhile increase sweet foods since they promote the energy of the earth element (spleen). The earth element is suppressed by the wood element, so obeying this dietary rule will adjust the energy in the body to maintain a healthy balance. According to the interconnected philosophy and medicine theory, I gathered the keywords from each season that relate to our lives (Figure 2).

![Figure 2. Content Draft](image-url)
2. Information flowchart
An information flowchart was created to present the structure and the planning of the project. In the original plan (Figure 3), I designed a body physique type test for users to navigate for diet recommendations. Due to the limitation of database techniques, the physique type test function was removed. In the final design (Figure 4), except for the individual page of the home page for 24 Jie Qi, all other pages are connected and designed in one page for ease of content comparison between seasons without the interruption of page refreshing.

Figure 3. Original Flowchart

Figure 4. Final Flowchart
User Interface Design

1. Wireframe

Wireframes help me to keep the design consistent throughout all the site’s pages, and also arrange the content and functionality in the pages. During the wireframe process, I changed many methods to simplify the path of page transition, and removed unnecessary elements.

2. Color Palette

Proper use of color will have positive influences on the feeling of the whole site. To highlight main subjects and coordinate with the watercolor illustrations, I chose low saturation colors for the background for every section. The colors in low saturation with a little gray tone bring transparency and make more colors appear uniform in the limited area, allowing audiences to relax and focus on the information (Krug 2014).

Color is an important element to convey a specific sense and emotion to viewers. Because the website topic is about traditional Chinese culture, I selected the most representative colors of China as the web color palette: red, blue, and gold.

- Red, which symbolizes good fortune in Chinese culture, used to be the main color for text box and the stamp seal on ancient books, and I applied it on the menu box and buttons.
• Dark blue, which is associated with calmness and stability, is widely used on pure porcelain in ancient China. I used blue for the text background and navigation bar since it would not distract user’s attention from the content.

• Gold denotes a sense of luxury and is a symbol of royalty; therefore, it is used as decoration to match with red and blue on the web interface.

3. Original Interface
There are four Jie Qi assigned to each of the seasons; therefore, scrolling transitions was designed for these seasons that are similar to the pages-turning effect. Each season’s page focuses on one representative Jie Qi with its unique background color, which symbolizes the features of that season. As Jie Qi is a nature-time system, I created a timeline carousel as a metaphor for the gear of time, which allows users to select which Jie Qi they are interested in. The whole website is designed as an interactive calendar, which is convenient for users to connect time with other information.
My professors pointed out that too many transition pages would confuse users. Also, the text wedge with translucent background was difficult to read. Based on the feedback, I simplified the page transitions and made modifications to the visual elements to make the whole website look more uniform. For the first version, I designed a vertical scrolling of six sections of the selected Jie Qi without pause points. After the test result, I realized it could lead to neglect of the sub-
menu, which navigates users to subset content. To solve this problem, I added pause points for each section that allows users to stop at the current section. Website background color changes correlate with the current section a user is browsing.

4. Animation
At the beginning, I built a sequence animation, which ran throughout the whole page and was playing by scrolling down. The long scrolling page features illustrated tourist routes that various invisible animations about Jie Qi become visible onto the screen in sequence. But an animation error occurred when I added pause points on the vertical scrolling. Due to the conflict of functions, I removed the disordered animation and built animations with move-in effect while crossing each section. When users move in each section through scrolling, animation from that section will fade-in to auto play and fade-out when move to the next section.

Time control of animation is a complicated design process. To avoid movement conflict, logically arranging animation time and duration is very important. For instance, a cooking process of a pancake to introduce Jie Qi festival customs was animated. There are three steps of the process built in the form of animation. I needed to make some assumptions about users’ actions. If the user’s click action is from step 1 directly to step 3, step 2 as the middle transition will be missing. Therefore, animations between any two of three steps according to a user’s possible click sequence should to be designed properly (Figure 8).

Figure 8. The Order of Animation
Programing and debugging is another challenge for the website. I created all animations using CSS, SVG, JavaScript, and jQuery.

5. Typeface
To make sure the font matches the web topic and content, choosing an appreciate typeface was crucial. Because of the large illustrations, a light font such as a slim rounded typeface was a good choice to reduce the content crowding. For keeping consistency in the visual style, the personalities of typeface were defined as classic, friendly, and elegant. Finally, I selected two free Google fonts that are easy to embed on the web and excellent for the web style.

Regular
Regular Italic
Bold
Bold Italic
Black
Black Italic

Playfair Display
This is a classic serif font. The high contrast and curves make the typeface looks elegant, especially the italic. I used this font primarily for titles and headlines, and moreover the font with many weight choices creates a harmonious hierarchy. When combined with a light background color it evoked a sense of reliability.

Thin
Thin Italic
Extra-Light
Extra-Light Italic
Light
Light Italic
Regular
Regular Italic

Poppins
This is a linear sans-serif font that pairs well with Playfair Display. The feature of its legibility is suitable for body text. This font is also available in many different weight variations.
Website Layout

1. Home page

The homepage (Figure 9) contains two navigations to 24 Jie Qi. Beside the carousel of Jie Qi circles at the bottom in a scroll, a timeline of Jie Qi in buttons coordinates with the carousel, taking a look at the date of each Jie Qi. When users picked one Jie Qi they might be interested in, the lunar calendar about this Jie Qi will fade in on the center screen, which shows the suggested activity and avoided activity during this Jie Qi (Figure 10).

![Figure 9. Homepage](image1)

![Figure 10. Transition Page](image2)
2. Main page

After a short animated introduction of the selected Jie Qi, the homepage (Figure 10) transitions to the main page of Jie Qi in Spring (Figure 11), which contains six sections of content regarding this Jie Qi. The main page starts with a section where users scroll down to load the interactive animation. When the scrolling reaches the bottom, the start section jumps to the first section of Jie Qi with seamless transitions. The top red “S” represents seasons; clicking it reveals the navigation bar where users can transfer to another season (Figure 12).

Figure 11. Main Page

Figure 12. Main Page - Revealed Top Navigation
2-1. Climate Section

This section is the first one to introduce Jie Qi climatic features, natural phenomenon and related knowledge. Each Jie Qi is divided into three pentads equaling five days each, and every pentad has its unique climatic features. The pentad buttons are designed in the form of cards users can pick (Figure 13). When users select one card, the illustration of the natural phenomenon about this pentad’s features will be gradually show on the screen, showcasing the natural symbols of climatic change (Figure 14). The illustration combined with the calendar date on the right reminds users of the specific time area of the pentad within this Jie Qi.

![Figure 13. Climate Section 1](image1)
![Figure 14. Climate Section 2](image2)

2-2. Custom Section

This section presents Jie Qi customs and festival activity through an interactive design conveying aspects of culture. Using the playful design offers a more enjoyable user experience of learning about Jie Qi than reading a long text. Some pieces of short animation demonstrating how to make festival food such as pancakes make the user experience user-friendly. The top right square buttons control the animation in three steps, and the text in the left square changes content corresponding to the steps of the animation.

![Figure 15. Custom Section 1](image3)
![Figure 16. Custom Section 2](image4)
2-3. Diet Section

The diet section explores diet rules and habits to demonstrate the principle of a health regimen from Jie Qi. The diet suggestions are from three areas: food, herbs, and tea. Users learn how to adjust their dietary habits from the comprehensive introduction of beneficial diet suggestions.

Figure 17. Food Slider 1

Figure 18. Food Slider 2

Figure 19. Herbs Slider

Figure 20. Tea Slider 1

Figure 21. Tea Slider 2
2-4. Regimen Section
This section exhibits a guideline of acupressure points on the body, teaching users how to do the acupressure massage (Feisong and Zhao 2014). The model with red points reveals a circular box for explaining the position and function of each acupressure point. A small model with hotspots controls the display area of the large model. The hotspots contain two areas: body and foot.

![Figure 22. Regimen Section](image)

2-5. Plant Section
This section introduces the seasonal plants from four aspects: place, habit, usage, and sayings.

![Figure 23. Plant Section](image)
2-6. Travel Section

The travel section suggests the best travel destinations during the current Jie Qi. A brief introduction of three travel spots offers users the choice of which travel route they might be interested in. For the design of the showcase, I built two layers (Figure 24, Figure 25) that partly overlap, with revealed part showing the selected content. By changing the index of layers and absolute position of the left, the showcase displays different content.
**Illustration**

After collecting all of the informational content of the project, organizing the visual content and defining the visual style were in progress. Based on the feature of a long history of Jie Qi, the visual elements define traditional Chinese style. Chinese ink and wash painting is very representative of the Chinese style. Watercolor has similar characteristic features as Chinese ink and wash painting such as light transparency, which invokes a sense of mystery and the ethereal. To remain maximum details of hand drawing, I used Coral Painter to create all artworks.

![Figure 26. Calendar Illustration 1](image1)
![Figure 27. Calendar Illustration 2](image2)

**Website Development**

The website development mainly used HTML5, CSS3, SVG, JavaScript and JQuery.

1. Responsive Layout

On completion of visual design, I got started on website programing. The project’s target platform is a large mobile device or desktop. For the responsive layout, multiple breakpoints were set in CSS for four groups of screen resolution: larger than 768px for tablets, larger than 992px for medium devices, larger than 1380px, and larger than 1681px for large devices.

2. One Page Web

I wanted to load new content without the need for a page refresh on the web, since refreshing the page is not convenient for user experience. At first, I considered updating content through URL hashes or AJAX. But it is a bad experience for the user whose device is not JavaScript-enabled, and then sometimes the new content does not load as expected. In order to avoid getting lost in the web since this error could confuse the users, all pages were wrapped in one page, using CSS3 and JQuery to build snap-scroller as a way to refresh new content.
Troubleshooting
Some technical problems occurred during the website performance. Fortunately, most problems were successfully solved. In the diet section, sliding from the first slider to the third slider always resulted in afterimages since it jumped the middle one and there was a shortage of response time. I assumed that if it was always setting the next slider in the adjacent position to the current one, the response time would be minimized. Then I analyzed the sliders’ position (Figure 28) and wrote code in JavaScript to arrange it so the next slider always adjoined the current slider.

![Figure 28. Sliders Transition Analyses](image)

Summary

Usability Testing
I invited my professors and friends to test the website and observed their actions while they were browsing. Based on the result of those observations and feedback, I summarized the site’s problems and solutions as follows:

- No obvious button to go back to the start page
  Modification: Change the back button with hover status to fixed visible button
- Start page only has scroll function without click function
  Modification: Apply click function on button
- Overloaded hierarchy of fonts
  Modification: Simplify font hierarchy, uniform font size and weight
- Visual overlap with some objects
  Modification: Remove object’s absolute position and transfer to responsive layout
Conclusion

An outstanding website is more than just a combination of interactive and visual elements. Through accomplishing this project, I learned that provide a great experience to users it is essential that design, content, and interaction are consistent (Colborne 2010). For a convenient user experience, designer should understand the user’s perspective, and represent the goal through multiple process including research, content organization, design consistency, and function implementation.

“Jie Qi Journey” takes audiences on a virtual journey through Jie Qi history and explores Chinese culture, which is not only intended to share Jie Qi culture, but also as guidance for a healthy lifestyle. The project improves the efficiency of absorbing information through the website, and helped people who have difficulty reading or understanding long text. Furthermore, the project aimed to draw people’s attention to the relationship between nature and man. Traditional culture incorporated with interactive web design attracts more audiences to visit it.

Based on the user feedback and various considerations, some extra elements from the initial design were removed from the interface and content structure, and it was finally changed to a concise and content-rich website. Due to the time schedule and technical constrains, the project still has a lot of room for potential improvements in future implications, including:

1. Polish the uniformity of web interface and interaction
2. Complete the rest of the seasons (beyond Spring)
3. Expand digital platform to other kinds of media, such as mobile app or VR app
4. Develop more playful features

In my initial proposal, I designed an analytical function for testing body type. By completing questionnaires about their life habits and physical symptoms, background data gives users a body type. According to the tested body type, the user is directed to which regimen routine is suitable for them within current Jie Qi. This feature will be completed in the future.
Appendix

Code Examples

In the front-end development, I used CSS3, Html5, SVG, JQuery, and JavaScript to build a whole website. In order to make the code better organized and reduce repetition, the code was revised many times. The clean code is more convenient to read and easier to maintain in the future.

HTML5

```html
<div id="spring" class="panel full-screen">
  <section id="spring-start" class="top-cover full-screen" data-id="0">
    <div class="pin_WRAPPER">
      <div class="topCir"> </div>
    </div>
    <div class="cirBG"> </div>
    <div id="THE START OF SPRING"></div>
    <span class="tagTitle">Welcome to the Lichun solarterm</span>
    <h4 class="topIntro">As the first JieQi, Lichun traditionally signifies the beginning of spring and a new year. Chinese New Year is celebrated around this time.</h4>
    <a href="#" class="scrolldown smallTitle float-animation"><span></span>scroll down</a>
  </section>

  <div id="inner full-screen">
    <section id="spring-climate" class="content full-screen" data-id="1">
      <div class="centerWrapper">
        <div class="major_body">
          <div class="visual-content"> </div>
          <div class="descriptions"> </div>
        </div>
        <div class="bg_body">
          <header class="climateHeader"> </header>
          <div class="pentadWrapper">
            <hr class="dottedLine"/>
            <div class="pentadBlock show-up">
              <p class="smallTitle">period</p>
              <p class="regText">First five days of Lichun</p>
              <p class="smallTitle">name</p>
              <p class="regText">East wind thaw</p>
              <div class="pentadLabel"></div>
              <div class="pentadIntro">
                Winter ice meets and melts in the spring wind.<p></p>
              </div>
              <div class="pentadLineTime">
                <span class="rotate5q"></span><span class="tagTitle">2.04</span>
              </div>
            </div>
          </div>
        </div>
      </div>
    </section>
  </div>
</div>
```

Figure 29. Html Screenshot
Figure 30. CSS Screenshot 1

CSS3

```css
/* animation lines */
.running #layerControl { -webkit-animation: tooltip 0.35s 0.55s linear forwards; animation: tooltip 0.35s 0.55s linear forwards; }
.running #layerControl2 { -webkit-animation: tooltip 0.35s 0.65s linear forwards; animation: tooltip 0.35s 0.65s linear forwards; }
.running #layerControl3 { -webkit-animation: tooltip 0.35s 0.75s linear forwards; animation: tooltip 0.35s 0.75s linear forwards; }
@-webkit-keyframes move0 {
0% { width: 0px; }
100% { width: 300px; box-shadow: 0px 0px 5px 1px rgba(185,157,91,0.5); }
}
@keyframes move0 {
0% { width: 0px; }
100% { width: 300px; box-shadow: 0px 0px 5px 1px rgba(185,157,91,0.5); }
}
```

Figure 31. CSS Screenshot 2

/* Laptops and Tablets landscape */
@media only screen and (min-width: 992px) {
.full-screen {
.min-height: 700px;
}
.page-down .bortop, .page-down .borbottom {
height: 32px;
}
.page-down .borleft, .page-down .borright {
width: 32px;
}
.inner {
padding: 0 32px;
}
.major_body {
max-width: 1290px;
padding: 0 20px;
}
.visual-content {
height: 680px;
}
.leftCol, .rightCol {
padding: 15px;
}
}
Figure 32. Svg Screenshot 1

Figure 33. Svg Screenshot 2
JQUERY

```javascript
(function() {
  var panels = $('[panel]);
  panels.each(function()
  {
    var panel = $(this);
    var seasonHash = '#' + this.id;
    $('a[href="#seasonHash"]').click(function(event) {
      panels.removeClass('bgfixed');
      stopEvent(event);
      $("body").addClass("quick");
      setTimeout(function() {
        $("body").removeClass("quick");
      }, 500);
      $("#side_navi").find("li").removeClass("active");
      panels.removeClass("animated");
      $("#top_navi").find("a").removeClass("selected");
      if (panel.hasClass("visible")) {
        downSections();
      } else {
        upSection();
      }
    });
    var curTopNavi = $(this)[0];
    initSetting.setup(curTopNavi);
    scrollElement.scroll(), delay(300).animate({ scrollLeft: panel.offset().left), 300, 'swing', function() {
      panel.addClass('bgfixed');
      window.location.hash = seasonHash;
      curHash = window.location.hash;
    });
  });
  $('aside_navi').find('a:not(:first)').on("click", function(event) {
    stopEvent(event);
    // avoid close out
    if ($(this).parent('li').hasClass("active")) {
      clearTimeout($(this).parent('li').attr('data-id'));
      setTimeout(function() {
        scrollSection("click");
      }, 1000);
    }
  });
  $('aside_navi').find('a:first').click(function(event) {
    stopEvent(event);  // ignore close out
    $("li").css("-webkit-transform", "translateY(0%)", "ms-transform", "translateY(0%)", "transform", "translateY(0%)";
    $(document).off("mousewheel DOMMouseScroll MozMousePixelScroll", mouseScroll);
    setTimeout(function() {
      curSection = 0;
      $("aside_navi").removeClass("open");
      scrollSection("click", true);
    }, 650);
  });
}).stopEvent(e);
var delta = 0;
if (e.originalEvent) {
  if (e.originalEvent.deltaY) {
    delta = e.originalEvent.deltaY;
  } else if (e.originalEvent.wheelDelta != 'undefined' &
  e.originalEvent.wheelDelta != 'unknown') {
    delta = e.originalEvent.wheelDelta;
  } else if (e.originalEvent.detail) {
    delta = e.originalEvent.detail * 80;
  }
}
if (isNaN) {
  isMoving = true;

  var direction = delta < 0 ? -1 : 1; // -120(up) +120(down)
  curSection = curSection + direction;
  if (curSection < 1) { curSection = 1;
  } else if (curSection > 6) {
    curSection = 0;
  } else {
    scrollSection("Scroll");
  }
};
```

Figure 34. JQuery Screenshot 1

```javascript
stopEvent(e);
var delta = 0;
if (e.originalEvent) {
  if (e.originalEvent.deltaY) {
    delta = e.originalEvent.deltaY;
  } else if (e.originalEvent.wheelDelta != 'undefined' &
  e.originalEvent.wheelDelta != 'unknown') {
    delta = e.originalEvent.wheelDelta;
  } else if (e.originalEvent.detail) {
    delta = e.originalEvent.detail * 80;
  }
}
if (isNaN) {
  isMoving = true;

  var direction = delta < 0 ? -1 : 1; // -120(up) +120(down)
  curSection = curSection + direction;
  if (curSection < 1) { curSection = 1;
  } else if (curSection > 6) {
    curSection = 0;
  } else {
    scrollSection("Scroll");
  }
};
```

Figure 35. JQuery Screenshot 2
```javascript
var initSetting = {
    init: function() {
        var InitTopNavI = document.querySelector('a[href="" curHash="#"]');
        initSetting.setup(InitTopNavI);
        initSetting.bindEvents();
    },
    setup: function(el) {
        el.classList.add('selected');
        InitNav = el.getAttribute('alt');
        InitPanel = document.getElementById(InitNav);
        InitPanel.classList.add('animated');
        InitPanel.querySelector('section[data-id="" curSection="#"]').classList.add('animated');
        document.getElementById('side_navi').querySelector('li[data-id="" curSection="#"]').classList.add('active');
        initSetting.resetSideHrefs(curHash);
    },
    resetSideHrefs: function(thref) {
        var elems = document.querySelectorAll('#side_navi a'),
            navEnds = ['start', 'climate', 'custom', 'diet', 'exercise', 'plant', 'travel'];
        for (var i = 0; i < elems.length; i++) {
            if (typeof(elems[i]) !== 'undefined'){
                var newHref = thref + navEnds[i];
                elems[i].setAttribute('href', newHref);
            } else {
                return;
            }
        }
    },
    bindEvents: function() {
        document.getElementById('nav_mobile').onclick = function() {
            document.getElementById('header').classList.toggle('drop-down');
            setTimeout(function(){
                document.getElementById('header').classList.remove('drop-down');
            }, 3000);
        };
        // document.getElementById('logo').onclick = function(){
        //     stopEvent(event);
        //     document.ondomousewheel = null;
        //     document.ondomousetouch = null;
        //     document.eventlistener = null;
        // };
    },
    initSetting.init();
}

function stopEvent(event) {
    event.preventDefault();
    event.stopPropagation();
}
```

Figure 36. JavaScript Screenshot
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